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PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR SYSTEMS OF
FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS AT
RESONANCE
PABLO AMSTER, JULIAN EPSTEIN, ARTURO SANJUA´N
Abstract. Motivated by Lazer-Leach type results, we study the existence of
periodic solutions for systems of functional-differential equations at resonance
with an arbitrary even-dimensional kernel and linear deviating terms involving
a general delay of the form
ş
2pi
0
upt` sq dλpsq, where λ is a finite regular signed
measure. Our main technique shall be the Coincidence Degree Theorem due
to Mawhin.
1. Introduction
The problem of finding periodic solutions to semilinear functional-differential
equations at resonance has been widely studied. For instance, in the simplest situ-
ation of a scalar ordinary differential equation, nonlinear perturbations of harmonic
oscillators of the form
(1) x
2 `m2x` gpxq “ pptq
were considered by Lazer and Leach among others, see [5] for m “ 0 and [4] for
strictly positive integer values of m. Equations like (1) are also known as Duffing
equations at resonance. In [4], periodic solutions to (1) were found assuming that
g is continuous, non-constant and bounded with limits at infinity, the forcing term
p is continuous, 2π-periodic and satisfies the well-known Lazer-Leach condition:
(2)
ˇˇˇˇż 2π
0
pptqe´imt dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ă 2
ˇˇˇˇ
lim
sÑ8
gpsq ´ lim
sÑ´8
gpsq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
The Lazer-Leach result was extended to systems. For instance in [1], 2π-periodic
solutions u : RÑ RN , for systems of size N of the form
(3) u2ptq `m2uptq ` gpuq “ pptq,
were found under appropriate conditions on the asymptotic behaviour on g and
a topological condition on the projection of gpuq ´ p over the kernel of the linear
operator u ÞÑ u2 ` m2u. The assumptions on the nonlinear term in the present
work constitute an extension of the conditions in [1], see further discussion and
Section 2.4 for details.
Problems of the form (3) may be generalized by introducing a deviating argument
in order to obtain systems of functional-differential equations of the form
(4) u2ptq `m2uptq ` gpupt´ τqq “ pptq
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with τ P r0, 2πq. In [6], periodic solutions to equations like (4) were found assuming
a condition similar to (2). In [3], these results were extended allowing unbounded
sublinear nonlinearities.
A linear instance of (4) is the Gompertz equation with a time delay
(5) N 1ptq “ ´αNptq logpK{Npt´ τqq
where Nptq is the density of a self-limiting cell population, α is a positive constant
and K ą 0 is known as the environment carrying capacity. In fact, the change of
variables u “ logN yields the linear equation
(6) u1ptq “ αupt´ τq ` p
with p “ ´α logK.
Extending this situation to the semilinear systems case, periodic solutions to
systems of the form
(7)
#
u11ptq ` a1u1ptq ` b1u1pt´ τ1q ` g1pu1pt´ τ1q, u2pt´ τ2qq “ pptq
u12ptq ` a2u2ptq ` b2u2pt´ τ2q ` g2pt, u1t, u2tq “ 0
for periodic p were found in [2], assuming (2) and the resonance condition |a1| ă |b1|,
and b1e
imτ1 “ ´a1 ´ im with m :“
a
b21 ´ a21 P N. Here the subscript notation ut
stands for utpθq “ upt ` θq and g2 is a real valued continuous function defined on
Rˆ Cr´τ1, 0s ˆ Cr´τ2, 0s.
It is important, in applications, to consider systems of semilinear functional-
differential equations involving distributed delays such as
ş0
´τ upt`sqβpsq ds, where
β is some integrable function defined over r´τ, 0q. Notice that, in the periodic
case,
ş0
´τ
upt ` sqβpsq ds “ ş2π
0
upt ` sqrβpsq ds, with rβ defined as the 2π-periodic
extension of the product β1r´τ,0s : r´2π, 0s Ñ R, where 1A denotes the usual
indicator function of a set A. Also notice that the discrete delay can be written
as upt ´ τq “ ş0´τ upt ` sq dδ´τ psq “ ş2π0 upt ` sq dδ2π´τ psq where δx is the Dirac
measure concentrated at x. Thus, discrete delays and distributed delays in periodic
N -dimensional systems may be generalized altogether as expressions of the formş2π
0
dλpsqups` tq with λ an appropriate N ˆN -matrix of regular signed measures.
We are interested in finding 2π-periodic solutions u : R Ñ RN to problems like
(1), (3) and (7) at resonance involving more general delays such as
(8) u1ptq `
ż 2π
0
dλpsqups ` tq ` g
ˆż 2π
0
dλpsqups` tq
˙
“ pptq.
Due to technical considerations we shall restrict this work to even dimensional
kernels of the linear operator Lpuqptq :“ u1ptq ` ş2π
0
dλpsqups ` tq. For situations
including odd dimensional kernels, see [5] for a very classical result or [10], for a
more recent result. A sufficient condition for kerL to be even-dimensional and
nontrivial consists in assuming that λ is a skew-symmetric matrix of regular signed
measures,
(9) det
ż 2π
0
dλpsq ‰ 0
and
(10) det
ˆ
ikI `
ż 2π
0
eiksdλpsq
˙
“ 0
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for some k P Z. Conditions (9) and (10) can be derived straightforwardly by using
Fourier transform. For every k P Z satisfying (10), kerL contains a nontrivial vector
of the form cospktqA` sinpktqB with A,B P RN .
We may naturally generalize the existence of limits at infinity in the scalar case
to the multidimensional case by saying that the radial limits lim gpsvq as s Ñ 8
exist uniformly for v P SN´1, the unit sphere of RN . However, the generalization of
the Lazer-Leach condition (2) requires a technical discussion that can be found in
Section 2.5 below or in Section 3 of [1] and it is inspired by Nirenberg’s condition
in [9]. In this context, our general version of the Lazer-Leach conditions read as
follows:
(LL1) Ppgw ´ pq ‰ 0
for every w P kerL with }w}L2 “ 1, where gwptq :“ limsÑ8 gpswptqq a.e. and P is
the orthogonal projection on kerL, in the L2-sense, and
(LL2) deg γ ‰ 0
where γ is the mapping given by γpwq :“ Ppgw´pq}Ppgw´pq}L2 for w P kerL with }w}L2 “ 1,
defined over the unit sphere of kerL for the L2 norm.
We are in condition of stating our main result, which shall be obtained as a
direct consequence of a more general result involving higher derivatives and different
deviating terms for the linear and nonlinear terms (see Theorem 2 below).
Theorem 1. Let λ be a skew-symmetric square matrix of regular signed measures
of size N , let g be a bounded-continuous vector field in RN such that lim
sÑ8
gpsvq
exists uniformly for v P SN´1 and let p be a continuous 2π-periodic vector-valued
function. Assume (9), (10), (LL1) and (LL2), then there exists a continuously
differentiable 2π-periodic solution of (8).
In order to state and prove the general result, we introduce some notation and
terminology in the following section.
2. The general setting
2.1. Some notation. We denote by T the quotient space R{2πZ. It is clear that
the 2π-periodic functions in R can be identified with those functions defined on T.
We denote by µ the normalized Haar measure on T, that is, µ is the unique Haar
measure on T such that µpTq “ 1. Thus, if f : T Ñ C is a measurable function,
then the integral of f with respect to µ is given by
ş
T
f dµ “ 1
2π
ş2π
0
fpsq ds. For
k “ 1, 2, . . . we denote by Ck the space of all functions u : T Ñ RN such that
u has continuous derivatives up to order k. It is clear that Ck is a Banach space
with the norm }u}Ck “ |u|8 ` |upkq|8, where |u|8 “ maxt |uptq|. The space of
continuous functions will be simply denoted by C and the norm will be given by
|u|8. Let m be a positive integer and, for j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m, let Aj P MNpRq be a
N ˆN real matrix with Am non-singular. We denote by P the matrix polynomial
P pxq “ řj Ajxj . If B : C1 Ă C Ñ C is the differential operator defined by Bu “ u1,
then we denote by P pBq : Cm Ă C Ñ C the unbounded operator defined by the
formula P pBqu “ řj Ajupjq.
Clearly, a system in terms of P pBqu may be reduced to a higher rank system
of first order equations. For this reason, it seems unnecessary to consider systems
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of higher order derivatives. However, as we can check easily with some examples,
to verify all the conditions stated below in the reduced first order system may be
cumbersome.
As mentioned before, given u P C, we shall denote by ut : C Ñ C the translation
operator given by utpsq “ upt ` sq. Take for the moment N “ 1. As we already
noticed, for τ P r0, 2πq, delays of the form upt ´ τq or ş0
´τ
upt ` sqβpsq ds may
be regarded as xΛ, uty where Λ P C˚, the dual space of C. Thus, for any N it
is enough to consider Λ P LpC,RN q for a wide range of delays captured by the
expression xΛ, uty.
In this setting, we are interested in finding solutions u P C1 to the following
“abstract” equation
(11) P pBqu` xΛ, uty ` gpxΨ, utyq ` hpt, utq “ pptq,
where p P C, Λ,Ψ P LpC,RN q and g P CpRN ,RN q, h P CpT ˆ C,RN q are bounded
functions. It is clear that equation (11) is more general than (8). We shall say that
equation (11) is at resonance if the linear term has nontrivial kernel.
It is worth noticing that, for any Λ P LpC,RN q there exists an associated bounded
linear operator rΛ : C Ñ C defined by the formula rΛuptq :“ xΛ, uty.
2.2. The linear and deviating term. Let us define the unbounded linear oper-
ator L : Cm Ă C Ñ C by the linear part of equation (11), that is:
(12) L :“ P pBq ` rΛ.
Due to The Riesz Representation Theorem, to each Λ P LpC,RN q we may asso-
ciate an N ˆ N matrix λ of finite regular signed measures which represents Λ in
the sense that xΛ, uy “ ş
T
dλptquptq for every u P CpT,RN q.
Let us denote by L2 the complex Hilbert space of square-integrable functions
defined on T with values in CN . The inner product of two functions f, g P L2 shall
be denoted by pf | gqL2 and is given by
ş
T
pfptq | gptqq
CN
dµptq, where px | yq
CN
“ř
j xjyj. For u P L2 and k P Z, the Fourier Transform of u at k shall be given by
pFuqpkq “ pupkq “ ş
T
uptqe´ikt dt P CN . It is clear that the set l2 :“ tα : Z Ñ CN :ř
k |αpkq|2 ă 8u, endowed with the inner product pα | βql2 “
ř
k pαpkq | βpkqqCN
is also a complex Hilbert space and F : L2 Ñ l2 is a Hilbert space isomorphism.
Also, we shall denote by Hm the Sobolev space of 2π-periodic functions in L2 with
weak derivatives in L2 up to order m.
We define the Fourier transform of a matrix of complex measures λ at k aspλpkq :“ ş
T
e´ikt dλptq, which is a complex square matrix of size N . The symmetric
relations pup´kq “ pupkq and pλp´kq “ pλpkq are valid for every k P Z because (11) is
an equation taking values in RN for every t.
As an example, consider xΛ, uty “ rΛuptq “ Auptq with A “ rajls a real square
N -matrix. The corresponding matrix λ shall be represented by rajlδ0s with δ0 the
Dirac measure at 0. Moreover pλpkq “ A for every k P Z. Further examples will be
discussed in Section 5.
We shall use the Fourier transform in order to compute kerL and imgL. SetpL :“ FLF´1 where L : Hm Ă L2 Ñ L2 is the natural extension of L. ThenpLpupkq “ Lkpupkq with Lk :“ P pikq ` pλp´kq PMN pCq.
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Let us illustrate this notation with an example. Take the linear part of the
problem (7), then a direct computation shows that the matrices Lk are given by
Lk “
„
ik ` a1 ` b1e´ikτ1 0
0 ik ` a2 ` b2e´ikτ2

.
As mentioned, we are interested in equation (11) at resonance, namely, when
kerL ‰ t0u. Then, for some k P Z the matrix Lk should be singular and thus,
the set K :“ tk P Z : detLk “ 0u is non-empty. We claim that K is finite. In-
deed, assume the contrary and for k P K, take xk P kerLk with |xk| “ 1. On the
one hand, |pλpkqxk| is uniformly bounded with respect to k and, on the other hand
|P pikjqxkj | Ñ 8 for any kj Ñ8. This is a contradiction and therefore K is finite.
Our assumptions on L are the following:
(L1) detL0 ‰ 0.
(L2) kerLk “ kerL˚k for every k P K.
Here, the ˚ symbol stands for the Hilbert adjoint. Condition (L1), which is equiv-
alent to say that 0 R K, implies that K “ t˘k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ kKu with kj ‰ 0 for all j.
When detL0 “ 0, equation (11) leads to odd dimensional kernels, which require a
different treatment and, as mentioned before, shall not be considered in this paper.
Let us describe now the kernel of L. Denote with νk :“ dimkerLk, and let
tΘk,j P CN : j “ 1, . . . , νku be an orthonormal basis for kerLk and with P : C Ñ C
the continuous projection
(13) Puptq “
ÿ
kPK
#
νjÿ
j“1
“ppupkq | Θk,jqCN Θk,j‰ eikt
+
.
Then, a direct computation shows that kerL “ imgP and dimkerL “ 2ν, where
ν :“ řKj“1 νj . For future reference we denote by
(14) S :“ tu P kerL : }u}L2 “ 1u
the unit sphere in kerL in the sense of L2. Since kerL is finite-dimensional, using
Fourier transform we notice that FpSq “ ?2S2ν´1.
The assumption (L2) compensates the lack of self-adjointness of the problem,
i.e. the fact that not necessarily L “ L˚. There are plenty of cases in which (L2)
may occur. For instance, this is the case if pλpkq is skew-Hermitian and P pxq has
only odd powers or if pλpkq is Hermitian and P pxq has only even powers. Such is the
case of the linear parts of problems (4) and (7). It is clear that (L2) is equivalent
to say that kerL “ kerL˚.
Next, let us compute imgL. Take ϕ P CpT,RN q such that pϕpkq P imgLk for
k P K. Choose φpkq P CN such that Lkφpkq “ pϕpkq. We can define, by the Fourier
representation
(15) uptq „
ÿ
kPZzK
pikI ` pλp´kqq´1 pϕpkqeikt ` ÿ
kPK
φpkqeikt.
It is not difficult to show, using again the fact that detAm ‰ 0, that u belongs
to the space Hm which, by Morrey’s Inequality, is embedded in Cm´1,
1
2 . Then, we
can replace the „ sign in (15) by “ everywhere in t. Using the structure of (11), it
is clear that u P C1pT,RN q and
(16) imgL “
!
ϕ P CpT,RN q : for all k P K, pϕpkq P imgLk “ pkerLkqK) .
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Hence, imgL is also a closed subspace in CpT,RN q and then a continuous projec-
tion Q : C Ñ cokerL may be given by Q “ P because cokerL “ kerL. Summing
up, the unbounded operator L : Cm Ă C Ñ C with domL “ Cm is a zero-index
Fredholm operator with the identity as the connecting isomorphism between the
previous kernel and cokernel.
Now we need some compatibility assumptions between Λ and the deviating ar-
gument Ψ. To this end, we shall also assume:
(L3) det pψpkq ‰ 0 for every k P K.
(L4) Θk,j is an eigenvector of pψp´kq for every k P K and every j “ 1, . . . , νk.
Condition (L3) is a form of coerciveness in kerL. In fact, let us denote byrΨ : L2 Ñ L2 the bounded linear operator defined by rΨpuqptq “ xΨ, uty. Then,
(L3) is equivalent to say that there exists cΨ ą 0 such that, for every z P kerL,
}rΨz}2
L2
“ řkPK | pψpkqpzpkq|2 ě c2Ψ}z}2L2. On the other hand, recalling (13), condition
(L4) ensures that rΨ is invariant on kerL.
As an example to illustrate this situation, when g does not depend on any delay,
xΨ, uty “ uptq and (L3)–(L4) are trivially fulfilled and if Ψ “ Λ, then condition
(L4) is also fulfilled.
2.3. The nonlinear term. Let us denote the nonlinear term or the Nemytskii
operator in equation (11) with N : C Ñ C and defined pointwise for every t P T by
(17) Nuptq “ pptq ´ gpxΨ, utyq ´ hpt, utq,
where p P C. On the nonlinear perturbation hpt, utq, with h : T ˆ C Ñ R, we are
going to assume only that h is continuous and bounded, and we denote |h|8 :“
supt|hpt, utq| : pt, uq P TˆCu. On g : RN Ñ RN we assume that is continuous and
bounded, but we need some extra assumptions on its asymptotic behavior.
2.4. A set of general conditions for the nonlinear term. Given g as before,
we define the following real valued function
(18) gu,wptq :“ lim sup
sÑ8
pgps xΨ, utyq | wptqqRN
defined for t P T, u P CpTq and w P S. Our assumptions on the nonlinear term N ,
inspired by [1], are given by:
(N1) There is a family tpGj , wjqu with j “ 1, . . . ,M such that tGju covers S and
wj P S. For every j “ 1, . . .M and every w P Uj , the map gw,jptq :“ gw,wjptq
is upper semi-continuous at w for almost every t P T. Namely, for almost
every t P T, if wn P CpTq and }wn ´ w}8 Ñ 0, then
lim sup
wnÑw
gwn,jptq ď gw,jptq.
(N2) For each w P S, there exists j P t1, . . . ,Mu such that
gw,j ` |h|8 ă pp | wjqL2 .
where gw,j “
ş
T
gw,j dµ is the average of the real valued function gw,j on the
torus.
(N3) There exists R0 ą 0 such that, for every R ě R0, degpΓ, BRq ‰ 0, where
degpΓ, BRq denotes the Brouwer degree at zero of Γ in the open ball t}w}L2 ă
Ru and Γ : kerLÑ kerL is given by
Γpwq :“ PNw.
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For h ı 0 the computation of Γ may be difficult but, as we shall see later, for
some systems with h ı 0 that computation is unnecessary if h does not interact
with kerL, in a way that shall be precised in Section 5.2.
Conditions (N1)–(N3) look cumbersome but they are quite general and, in some
cases, they are easy to verify as shall be shown in the subsequent discussion.
2.5. Nirenberg like conditions. In this section, we shall present a set of con-
ditions that imply (N1)–(N3) with h ” 0. Let us assume the following above
mentioned radial condition:
(R1) The limit
gv :“ lim
sÑ8
gpsvq
exists uniformly with respect to v P SN´1.
Assuming (R1), for every u P CpTq and for every t P T, we define
(19) guptq :“
#
lim
sÑ8
gpsuptqq if uptq ‰ 0
gp0q in other case.
Fix w P S, we claim that for almost every t P T, (R1) implies that gwptq is
continuous with respect to w. Indeed, following [1], take wn P CpTq such that
}wn ´ w}8 Ñ 0. It is easy to check that Tw :“ tt P T : wptq “ 0u is a null set. Fix
t P TzTw. Because the relation |wnptq ´ wptq| ă 12 |wptq| holds for all but finitely
many values of n, we may assume without loss of generality that wnptq ‰ 0 for every
n. Let ǫ ą 0, using (R1), we may choose s0 ą 0 such that |gwnptq ´ gps0wnptqq|
and |gwptq´ gps0wptqq| are smaller than ǫ{3. Using the continuity of g, there exists
δ0 ą 0 such that for every y P RN with |s0wptq ´ y| ă δ0, |gpyq ´ gps0wptqq| ă ǫ{3.
There exists also n0 P N such that for every n ě n0, }wn ´ w}8 ă δ0{s0. Then we
deduce that |gwnptq ´ gwptq| ă ǫ, which proves our claim. Henceforth, (R1) implies
(N1) for any family tpGj , wjqu and gw,jptq “ pgwptq | wjptqqRN .
Let us denote by rΓ : S Ñ kerL the function given by
(20) rΓpwq :“ Ppgw ´ pq
and notice that, for every w P S,
(21) lim
sÑ8
}rΓpwq ´ Γpswq}L2 “ 0.
We claim that the limit in (21) is uniform with respect to w P S. In order to prove
our claim, we shall need the following tool from Approximation Theory, see [8].
Lemma (Nazarov-Turan Lemma). Let E Ď T a µ-measurable set and q a polyno-
mial with complex coefficients defined in T. Then
(22) }q}L8 ď
ˆ
14
µpEq
˙m
sup
E
|qptq|
where m´ 1 is the number of nonzero coefficients in q.
Let ǫ ą 0 and, for w P S, set Epǫq :“ tt P T : |wptq| ă ǫu. Using Ho¨lder
inequality, norm equivalences in RN and the Nazarov-Turan Lemma, we obtain, for
for some CNT ą 0:
(23) µpEǫ,wq ď CNT ǫ 12ν`1 .
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Note that the upper bound in (23) is uniform with respect to w P S. Then, there
exists rǫ ą 0 such that µpErǫ,wq ă ǫ2{4.
Using (R1), there exists s1 ą 0 depending only on ǫ such that |gv ´ gpsvq| ă ǫ2
for every v P SN´1. Take s0 “ maxts1, s1rǫu. If s ě s0, then
(24)
}rΓpwq ´ Γpswq}2L2 “ ż
TzEprǫq |gpswptqq ´ g wptq|wptq| |
2 dµ`
ż
Eprǫq |gpspwptqq ´ gwptq|
2 dµ
ă µpTqǫ
2
4
` µpErǫ,wq|g|28 ă ǫ2.
This completes the proof of the claim.
Next, we assume the following condition:
(R2) rΓpwq ‰ 0 for every w P S.
If (R2) holds, then for every w P S, there exists a vector wj P S such that prΓpwq |
wjqRN ă 0 in a neighborhood of w. Thus, compactness of S implies (N2).
Let us define γ : S Ñ S by the formula
(25) γpwq “
rΓpwq
}rΓpwq}L2 .
Using Fourier transform, it is clear that γ may be regarded as a mapping from
S2ν´1 into itself. Finally, we assume that
(R3) deg γ ‰ 0.
Let us prove that (R1)–(R3) imply (N3). Firstly, we claim that pΓ, BRq is admissible
for R " 1 or, in other words, that the degree of Γ over BR is defined. In fact, using
(R2) and that the limit in (21) is uniform with respect to w P S, there is R0 ą 0
such that if R ě R0, then
(26) }ΓpRwq}L2 ě 1
2
}rΓpwq}L2 ě 1
2
min
wPS
}rΓpwq}L2 ą 0.
Then, inequality (26) proves our claim. Further, observe that the properties of
the Brouwer degree imply that, for every R ě R0, degpΓ, BRq “ degpΓ, BR0q “
degprΓ, BBRq “ degpγq.
Summing up, conditions (R1)–(R3) are a kind of Nirenberg conditions (see [9])
and (R1)–(R3) imply (N1)–(N3) with h ” 0.
Let us discuss now the scalar case N “ 1. Assume (R1) which, as readily seen,
just states the existence of the limits gp˘8q “ lim
sÑ˘8
gpsq. Let Lu “ u2 ` m2u
for some fixed m P N, then kerL “ tA cospmt ´ ϕq : A ě 0, ϕ P Tu. That is,
K “ t˘mu. The classical Lazer-Leach condition [4, p. 60] reads
(27) |ppmq| ă 1
π
|pgp`8q ´ gp´8qq|
and implies (R2)–(R3). The proof of the last assertion may be found in [1] but, for
the reader’s convenience we give an outline here. Let w P S, then
(28) gwptq “ gp`8q1twptqą0uptq ` gp´8q1twptqă0uptq.
and henceforth, taking wptq “ ?2 cospmt ´ ϕq P S, we get: xgwpmq “ 1π pgp`8q ´
gp´8qqe´iϕ. This shows that if (27) holds, then (R2) and (R3) are verified.
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2.6. Limits at infinity. Let us denote by Σ the set of all the N -tuples of signs
σ “ p˘, . . . ,˘q and, for σ P Σ and x P RN , we shall write σx “ pσ1x1, . . . , σNxN q
where each σj is ` or ´. Similar to condition (R1), we formulate the following
condition for the 2N different limits at infinity:
(R1’) For every w P S and every j P t1, . . . , Nu pwptq | ejqRN ı 0 and, for every
σ P Σ, the limits
(29) lim
σjxjÑ8
j“1,...N
gpσxq “ gpσq
exist.
Assuming (R1’), each component of w P S, given by pwptq | ejqRN is a nontrivial
null-average trigonometric polynomial. Thus, the set
(30) Sw :“
Nď
j“1
Sw,j :“
Nď
j“1
tt P T : wjptq “ 0u
is a null set (in fact, Sw is a finite set). For σ P Σ let us define wpσq :“ tt P T :
σjwjptq ą 0, j “ 1, . . . , Nu.
It is easy to prove that for w P S, the mapping gwptq defined in (19) is given by
gwptq “
ř
σ gpσq1wpσq . Moreover, a straightforward computation shows that, for
every t P TzSw, gwptq is continuous with respect to w. In order to check that, in
this context, (R1’), (R2) and (R3) imply (N1)–(N3), it is enough to follow the same
argumentation line and techniques given in Section 2.5.
3. Main result and some consequences
Under the notation given so far, our main result reads:
Theorem 2. Let L and N be as in (12) and (17) respectively. Assume (L1)–(L4)
and (N1)–(N3). Then the problem Lu “ Nu has a solution.
One immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is Theorem 3.1 of [1], in which C2
solutions to
(31) u2ptq `m2uptq ` gpuq “ pptq
with m P N are found. Here xΛ, uty “ m2uptq, xΨ, uty “ uptq and Nu, given by
gpuq ´ p, satisfy (N1)–(N3).
As a consequence of Theorem 2, taking into account the discussion in Section 2.5,
the following corollary is obtained.
Corollary 2.1. Let L be as in (12) and N be as in (17) with h ” 0. Assume
(L1)–(L3), (R2)–(R3) and either (R1) or (R1’). Then the problem Lu “ Nu has
a solution.
It is clear that Corollary 2.1 implies the classical Lazer-Leach result, see [4].
Theorem (Lazer-Leach). Let g : R Ñ R be a bounded continuous non-constant
function such that the limits gp˘8q exist. Let p : T Ñ R be a continuous function
such that (27) condition holds. Then, the scalar equation (1) has a 2π-periodic C2
solution.
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4. Proof of the main result
For convenience, let us firstly state the standard topological tools that shall be
used in the proof of our main result for the general case. Let X and Y be Banach
spaces and L : domL Ă XÑ Y an unbounded zero-index Fredholm operator. Let P
and Q be projections on kerL and cokerL respectively and denote by K : imgLÑ
domLX kerP the right inverse of L associated to P . Let Φ : cokerLÑ kerL be a
linear isomorphism. Let N : XÑ Y be a nonlinear operator such that KpIY´QqN
is completely continuous. With this notation in mind, our main tool is the following
theorem due to Mawhin [7, Theorem 2.7], which can be easily proven using the
homotopy invariance property of the Leray-Shauder degree.
Theorem 3 (Degree Continuation Theorem). Let Ω be a bounded open set in X
and suppose the following conditions holds.
(D1) Lx ‰ λNx for any px, λq P pdomLX BΩq ˆ p0, 1q.
(D2) QNx ‰ 0 for any x P kerLX BΩ.
(D3) degpΦQN ,ΩX kerLq ‰ 0.
Then the problem Lx “ Nx has at least one solution in ΩX domL.
In our case, for L and N as in (12) and in (17) respectively, the zero-index
Fredholm property of L is clear from the discussion in Section 2.2. Moreover, using
the norm } ¨ }Cm in kerP , it is clear that the linear operator rL “ pI ´QqLpI´Pq :
kerPXdomLÑ kerQ is continuous and bijective. In the present case P : C1pTq Ñ
kerL is defined, like before as in (13), kerP X domL “ pkerLq X C1, Q “ P and
kerQ “ imgL. By the open mapping theorem, rL´1 “ K is also continuous and
we have |u1|8 ď κ|Lu|8 for some constant κ ą 0 and every u P kerP X domL.
The Arzela´-Ascoli Theorem implies that K is compact. Then, the continuity and
boundedness of g and h imply the compactness of KpI ´QqN .
Let us now check condition (D1) in Theorem 3. By contradiction, suppose
there exist un P C1pT,RN q and λn P p0, 1q such that }un}8 Ñ 8 and un satisfies
Lun “ λnNun. If we write un “ vn ` zn P kerP ‘ imgP , then the Lyapunov-
Schmidt reduction gives
vn “ λnKpI ´QqNun(32)
QNun “ 0.(33)
From (32), }vn}8 is bounded and, without loss of generality, we may assume that
}zn}L2 Ñ8. Define ζnptq :“ rΨpznq, then it follows from the assumptions (L3)–(L4)
on Ψ that }ζn}L2 ě cΨ }zn}L2 Ñ 8 and ζn P kerL. Setting ξn :“ ζn{}ζn}L2 P S
and going trough a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that ξn Ñ ξ P S in
L2. Let wj P S as in (N1), by (L2) we have that kerL “ kerL˚ and
(34) 0 “ pLun |wjqL2 “ pun | L˚wjqL2 “ pNun | wjqL2 .
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Denoting yn “ ξn ` rΨpvnq{}ζn}L2 , equation (34) implies that
(35)
pp | wjqL2 “ lim sup
nÑ8
"ż
T
pgpxΨ, untyq | wjptqqRN dµ`
ż
T
phpt, utq | wjptqqRN dµ
*
ď
ż
T
lim sup
nÑ8
pgpxΨ, untyq | wjptqqRN dµ` |h|8
ď
ż
T
lim sup
nÑ8
pgp}ζn}L2ynq | wjptqqRN dµ` |h|8
ď
ż
T
gξ,jptq dµ` |h|8 “ gξ,j ` |h|8
which is contradiction with (N2). Thus condition (D1) holds.
In order to prove (D2), take zn P kerL with }zn}L2 Ñ 8 and assume that
QN zn “ PN zn “ 0. Then, reasoning as in (35) we get again a contradiction with
(L2).
Finally, (D3) is a direct consequence of (N3) and the fact that, for every w P
kerL, we have
(36) QNw “ PNw “ Γpwq.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
5. Some examples and further discussion
In this section we present some examples of equations and systems where The-
orem 2 and its Corollary 2.1 are applicable. For higher dimensional kernels with
dimkerL ą 2, explicit computations of gw and γ may be difficult and extensive.
For the sake of clarity, we shall give here examples with dim kerL “ 2.
5.1. Duffing equation. Fix τ P r0, 2πq. In [6], first-order systems of the form
(37) u1ptq `Auptq ` gpupt´ τqq ` hpt, utq “ pptq,
where A is an N ˆN matrix with pure imaginary eigenvalues are considered. The
Continuation Degree Theorem 3 is employed as the main technique and sufficient
conditions are obtained, expressed in a similar fashion of (27). Equation (37) is in
the scope of this work under sufficient conditions given by (N1)–(N3) or some of
its stronger versions. For instance, the authors consider the Duffing equation with
a discrete delay as deviating argument, namely
(38) u2ptq `m2uptq ` gpupt´ τqq “ pptq.
Here, it is assumed that p : T Ñ R is continuous and g : R Ñ R is bounded and
continuous such that the limits at infinity gp˘8q exist. In our setting, we are able
to consider equations with more general deviating terms; for instance, the equation
(39) u2ptq `m2uptq ` gpxΨ, utyq “ pptq,
where Ψ P C˚ as long as | pψpmq| ‰ 0, with ψ the associated measure of Ψ. This is
the case for a discrete delay since pψpmq “ eimτ , or a distributed delay xΨ, uty “ş0
´τ upt` sqβpsq ds with β P L1 and |pβpmq| ‰ 0. A direct computation shows thatxgwpmq “ 1π e´ipϕ`θΨq|gp`8q ´ gp´8q|, where wptq “ ?2 cospmt ´ ϕq and θΨ is
fixed, given by cos θΨ “ Re pψpmq| pψpmqq| and sin θΨ “ Im pψpmq| pψpmq| . Then, the same classical
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Lazer-Leach condition (27) is a sufficient condition which guarantees the existence
of periodic solutions of (39).
5.2. A Gompertz system. It is worth noticing that it may happen, for some
h ı 0, that phpt, utq | Θk,jqRN “ 0 for all t P T, u P C, k P K and j P t1, . . . , νku.
In this case, the function h does not get involved in the computation of the degree
of Γ or γ. Let us exemplify this situation as follows.
Fix τ1, τ2 P r0, 2πq. In [2], periodic solutions of the system
(40)
#
u11ptq ` a1u1ptq ` b1upt´ τ1q ` rgpu1pt´ τ1q, u2pt´ τ2qq “ pptq
u12ptq ` a2u2ptq ` b2upt´ τ2q ` hpt, ut, vtq “ 0
were found assuming that
(i) rg is continuous and bounded, and the limitsrginfp˘8q :“ lim inf
uÑ˘8
rgpu, vq, rgsupp˘8q :“ lim sup
u˘8
rgpu, vq
exist uniformly with respect to v.
(ii) h : Tˆ C ˆ C Ñ C is continuous and bounded.
(iii) a1, b1 and τ1 satisfy the necessary and sufficient condition for resonance at
the first equation of (40). Namely |a1| ă |b1|, m :“
a
b21 ´ a21 P N and
b1e
imτ1 “ ´a1 ´ im.
(iv) a2, b2 and τ2 are such that a2`b2 ‰ 0 and do not satisfy the previous resonant
condition for the second equation in (40)
(v) |ppmq| ă 1
π
maxtrginfp`8q ´ rgsupp´8q, rginfp´8q ´ rgsupp`8qu.
Here, we shall assume that rgsup “ rginf both at `8 and ´8 and that (27) holds
for rg. Thus, we may study systems like (40) with more general linear and deviating
terms. Let us consider the system
(41)
#
u11ptq ` xΛ, uty ` rgpxΨ, uty , xΦ, vtyq “ pptq
u12ptq ` xΦ, vty ` hpt, ut, vtq “ 0.
with Λ,Ψ,Φ P C˚. Assume there is a unique m P N such that im` pλp´mq “ 0 and
im` pφpkq ‰ 0 for all k P Z. Here pλpkq, pφpkq and pψpkq denote the Fourier transform
at k P Z of the signed measures associated Λ, Φ and Ψ respectively. We need also to
assume that | pψpmq| ‰ 0. Then, the linear term in (41) satisfies (L1)–(L4) and S “
tp?2 cospmt´ϕq, 0qu. If we take gpu, vq “ prgpuq, 0q, then it is clear that, for w P S,
gwptq is continuous for almost every t P T and xgwpmq “ p 1π eipϕ`θΨq|rgp`q´rgp´q|, 0q.
Here θΨ is fixed as in Section 5.1. We conclude that system (41) has a solution.
5.3. A weakly coupled system. Let gpuq “ prg1pu1q, . . . , rgNpuN qq ` hpuq with
each gip˘8q P R and |hpuq| Ñ 0 uniformly as |u| Ñ 8, then g does not satisfy
(R1) but it satisfies (N1). In [1], solutions of the system
(42) u2jptq `m2uj ` rgjpujq ` hjpuq “ pjptq j “ 1, . . . , N.
were found under the assumption
(43) |ppmq| ă 1
π
|rgjp`8q ´ rgjp´8q| j “ 1, . . . , N.
Let us consider the more general system
(44) u2jptq ` xΛ, uj,ty ` rgjpxΨ, ujtyq ` hjpuq “ pjptq j “ 1, . . . , N.
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where Λ and Ψ are as in Section 5.2. If we assume (43), then system (44) has a
solution. This can be shown by noticing that for R " 1 there exists an admissi-
ble homotopy between Γ and T pwq “ ppmq ´ 1
π
e´ipϕ`θΨqr|rgjp`8q ´ rgjp´8q|sNj“1
representing wptq “ ?2 cospmt´ ϕ´ θΨq.
5.4. Distributed Delays. As an example of an equation with non-trivial kernel
and distributed delay, let us consider the problem
(45) u1ptq ` α
ż 0
´τ
βpθqupθ ` tq dθ ` g
ˆż 0
´τ
βpθqupθ ` tq dθ
˙
“ pptq.
with τ “ π{m for some positive integer m. If we take α “ m{2 and βpsq as the
uniform distribution βpsq “ 1r´π{m,0s or if we take α “ 4m{π and βpsq as the
density function given by ´m
2
sinpmxq1r´π{m,0s, then we obtain non-trivial kernels,
conditions (R1) to (R3) are also satisfied and hence there exist periodic solutions
to (45)
5.5. Higher dimensional kernels. Despite the verification of (R2) and (R3) may
be cumbersome and might require a numerical approach, we may also consider
equations with higher dimensional kernels such as the following beam-like equation:
(46) upivqptq ` pm21 `m22qu2ptq `m21m22uptq ` gpxΨ, utyq “ pptq
where m1,m2 P Zą0.
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